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Gus Bode says can health 
care be reformed?
Stile T. Smith
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Twenty-five candidates remain in the search 
for Chancellor Sam Goldman’s replacement, 
administrators said Tuesday.
Applications and recommendations for the 
SIUC chancellor position were due Tuesday, 
but co-chair of the search committee Thomas 
Britton said exceptions could be made for a few 
late arrivals.
Britton said the committee accomplished its 
goal of maintaining a diverse group of applicants.
“The candidates that have applied represent a 
diverse group,” Britton said. “It’s one of the things 
we pride ourselves in as a university.”
The search committee began advertising the 
position at the start of the summer semester, and 
Britton said he hopes to present a list of finalists 
to SIU President Glenn Poshard by the end of 
December.
Britton said two sets of interviews will take 
place with the first set cutting the field to between 
six and 12 candidates and the second cutting the 
field to between two and five.
“The semifinalist interviews away from 
campus (in St. Louis) 
we hope to have 
complete by the end 
of October,” Britton 
said. “We hope, and 
this is a change from 
our previous position, 
to have the on-campus 
interviews done by the 
end of November.”
The interviews to 
set the finalist for the 
position were moved 
up from January and 
February.
In an article appearing in the Daily Egyptian
July 1, Britton said all candidates are coming 
from outside SIUC.
The search committee consists of 19 members, 
co-chaired by Britton and Peggy Stockdale, who 
said she is excited for the number of high-quality 
candidates the search committee has located.
“I’m very much looking forward to 
interviewing these people both off campus and 
the ones we bring on campus.” Stockdale said. 
The new chancellor will replace Goldman, 
who was appointed by Poshard on an interim 
basis in March 2008 following Poshard’s removal 
of former Chancellor Fernando Treviño, citing 
poor performance.
Priciliano Fabian, the student representative 
on the search committee, said he wants to find a 
candidate in the field of 25 that would listen to 
the collective voice of the students.
“A lot of them are very well qualified,” Fabian 
said. “But I’m just making sure that, from a 
student’s perspective, these people will be able to 
work with students and not just put them aside.”
Fabian, who is also president of Undergraduate 
Student Government, said he wants to find a 
chancellor who will be truthful.
“I’m just making sure that what they say they 
are is what they really are,” Fabian said. 
Final list to be set in December
Chancellor search 
committee ready to 
review 25 applicants
!!I’m just making sure 
that what 
they say they 
are is what 
they really 
are. 
 
— Priciliano Fabian
student representa-
tive on the chancellor 
search committee
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Sharon Adams did not want to let go.
Adams embraced her husband for 
the first time in more than a year Tues-
day after he returned from Afghanistan 
with six other soldiers.
Sharon Adams said she was over-
whelmed when she finally saw her hus-
band’s bus pull up to the Carbondale 
Armory.
“There are no words that can describe 
this feeling,” she said. “It’s a dream that 
I’ve been waiting for and praying for.”
Sharon Adams said she had been 
anticipating seeing her husband, Sgt. 
Randy Adams, from the moment he 
was deployed nearly one year ago.
Randy Adams said he could not 
imagine a more perfect moment than 
when he finally saw his wife.
“It was just a perfect setting,” Randy 
Adams said. “Being back with my wife 
and my family feels amazing.”
The troops were deployed to Afghan-
istan Sept. 29, 2008, and touched back 
down on American soil on Sept. 11.
Aarosheik Smith, of Desoto, said 
one of the happiest moments of her 
life came when she heard the plane she 
was on had crossed over into American 
territory following the long flight from 
Afghanistan.
Soldiers return from Afghanistan
National 
Guard armory 
to relocate, 
upgrade
Nick Johnson
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The Carbondale branch of the 
National Guard will abandon its 70-
year old armory on Sycamore Street 
for a new 53,000 square-foot facility 
in November 2010, said Mike Winner, 
Facilities Officer for the Department of 
Military Affairs.
The Carbondale unit, Cairo unit 
and Marion reserve unit — about 200 
troops — will be consolidated into the 
new facility and the armory in Cairo 
will close after the move, Winner said.
Fager-McGee Construction, of 
Murphysboro, started construction on 
the new armory at New Era and Airport 
Roads during the summer. Darin Fager, 
project manager of the site, said the ar-
mory will feature a 47,100 square-foot 
main building.
See SOLDIER | 2
EMILY SUNBLADE | DAILY EGYPTIAN
Sgt. 1st Class Randy Adams, of Marion, smiles at his wife Sharon after 
arriving from Afghanistan at the U.S. Army National Guard Armory in 
Carbondale Tuesday. A new 53,000 square-foot facility for the U.S. Army 
National Guard is scheduled to be completed in November 2010.
Project to finish in 2010
See ARMORY | 2
EMILY SUNBLADE | DAILY EGYPTIAN
Army Reserve Lt. Keith Rogers of Eldorado hugs his wife Lucinda for the first time in a year after arriving at the U.S. 
Army National Guard Armory in Carbondale Tuesday. Rogers and six other returning soldiers spent 10 months in 
Afghanistan.   “I can’t even put it into words,” Rogers said about coming home.
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Police Blotters
There are no items to report at this time. In the Monday edition of the DAILY EGYPTIAN, the sto-
ry “Students strive to break divides” should have stated 
the Saudi Student Society hosted Saturday’s dinner and 
thirty SIUC and Center for English as a Second Language 
students were involved in cooking the dinner. The DAILY 
EGYPTIAN regrets this error.
“When the pilot came on and 
said, ‘welcome to the U.S.,’ I had a 
smile on my face for about an hour or 
two,” Smith said. 
Smith said about 20 friends and 
family members were waiting for her 
at the armory when she arrived.
Smith said the atmosphere in 
Afghanistan was different than any-
thing she had experienced in her life.
“It was stressful,” Smith said. 
“The time just seemed like it lasted 
forever.”
Smith’s husband, Jonathan 
Smith, said he was able to keep in 
touch with his wife using Skype 
while she was deployed.
“That was a really good thing for 
us,” he said. “It kept us together.”
Jonathan Smith said he and his 
wife married in February of 2008, 
and they would finally be able to 
spend an extended amount of time 
together for the first time as a mar-
ried couple.
Jonathan Smith said he was 
overwhelmed when he held his wife 
again.
“I got pretty emotional,” he said. “I 
felt like I was almost going to faint.”
SOLDIER
CONTINUED FROM 1
The building will feature an 
assembly hall, classrooms, simula-
tor rooms, offices, a kitchen, stor-
age areas and a 5,900 square-foot 
training facility with a garage and 
maintenance and tool shops.
Fager said he expects the con-
struction phase to create several 
hundred needed jobs.
“In this environment, there’s 
not a lot of work out there,” he 
said. “So it’s an important job for 
us.”
In addition to being more 
energy-efficient and cheaper to 
maintain, the new armory will 
offer a modern area for soldiers 
to train, house more vehicles and 
have room for expansion in the 
relatively undeveloped airport 
region, Winner said.
Winner said the proximity to 
the Southern Illinois Airport is a 
plus even though the Carbondale 
armory does not train pilots.
“The military goes hand-in-
hand with air force and air sup-
port, so it’s a good fit,” he said.
Mayor Brad Cole said he is 
glad the Guard is staying in Car-
bondale with its new armory.
“The project itself . . . brings 
jobs, and because it is . . . a regional 
approach, that’s bringing things 
into the area versus sending them 
out, so that’s always a plus,” he said.
ARMORY
CONTINUED FROM 1
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Eda Ercin, left, a graduate student in speech communications from Turkey, and Anastasia Proshutinskaya, right, a graduate student in 
performance studies from Russia, enjoy a laugh at the Fulbright Scholars welcome meeting. The event was held at the Stone Center 
Sunday. The program has provided students with the opportunity to study, research, and teach in other countries since 1946.
!Christina Spakousky
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 Sameer Vohra applied to be 
a Fulbright scholar, knowing he 
wanted to study abroad in India 
because of his heritage.
Vohra said he went through 
a rigorous application process 
starting with three letters of 
recommendation, a statement of 
purpose and a grant proposal — 
that got him past the first round 
of applications. 
Vohra said after the final phase 
of the application process, nearly 
seven months later, he received a 
grant from both the Indian and 
American governments. 
“With this longing to 
understand the land of my 
ancestors, I (hope) to spend 
this year in India (studying) my 
heritage and giving back to the 
country that gave so much to my 
parents,” Vohra said.
According to the Council 
for International Exchange of 
Scholars Web site, Fulbright is an 
international program sponsored 
by the United States Congress that 
allows participants opportunities 
to study, teach and conduct 
research abroad. Fulbright scholars 
receive individual and institutional 
grants, and have many different 
avenues of study to choose from.  
Vohra grew up in Westmont 
and recently completed his fifth 
year of a medical and law degree, 
and when he returns, he will finish 
his final year at SIUC.
SIU received 28 new Fulbright 
scholars this year — seven more 
than last year — from every 
continent but Antarctica, said 
Carla Coppi, interim director 
of International Programs 
and Services. Along with the 
continuing students, SIUC has 
more than 65 students receiving 
Fulbright grants, she said.
“When I was 18 or 25, I would 
never have had the courage to 
come thousands of miles to study 
abroad,” Coppi said. 
Tom Saville, associate director 
for study abroad, keeps track of all 
incoming and outgoing scholars. 
The Fulbright program has sent 
six SIUC students to places 
such as India, Iceland, Taiwan, 
Germany and Romania, he said.
In addition to the rise in 
Fulbright scholars, the university 
is waiting on applications to come 
through for the Iraqi initiative 
— a federal program that would 
allow Iraqis to study on campus 
at a tuition rate close to the 
resident rate, said Larry Dietz, 
vice chancellor of Student Affairs. 
Coppi said she is excited for 
the Iraqi initiative as Washington 
officials begin to review thousands 
of applications. Coppi said she 
expects the university to have 50 
Iraqi students by January.
“We’ve had international 
students on this campus for 63 
years, but our first international 
student was from Iraq.”
Coppi said she urges students 
to get involved with International 
Programs and Services if they are 
interested in studying overseas. 
Students can continue their 
educations while increasing their 
perspective of the world, said Vohra.
“Despite only being in India 
for one month, I have gained an 
incredible new perspective for the 
human spirit . . . people in India 
persevere because they don’t have 
any other option. This, more than 
anything, has taught me great 
humility,” Vohra said. 
Fulbright recipients travel the globe
!!D
espite only being in India for one month, I have 
gained an incredible new perspective for the 
human spirit. 
 
— Sameer Vohra
Fulbright Scholar
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THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
MOGADISHU, Somal ia 
— The U.S. helicopters, guns blazing, 
swooped over a convoy carrying a top 
al-Qaida fugitive in rural southern So-
malia. Elite commandos rappelled to 
the ground, collected two bodies, and 
took off on a cloud of red dust.
The raid took just 15 minutes.
Saleh Ali Saleh Nabhan, wanted 
for the 2002 car bombing of a beach 
resort in Kenya and an attempt to 
shoot down an Israeli airliner, was 
killed in Monday’s raid, according to 
U.S. and Somali officials.
The helicopter assault — rare in 
Somalia since the October 1993 bat-
tle of “Black Hawk Down” that was 
chronicled in a book and movie — un-
derscored Washington’s concerns that 
lawless Somalia is fast becoming a ha-
ven for terrorists, including foreigners 
who want to plot attacks beyond the 
African country’s borders.
Al-Shabab, a powerful local Is-
lamist insurgent group with links to 
al-Qaida, swiftly vowed retaliation.
“They will taste the bitterness 
of our response,” a senior al-Shabab 
commander told The Associated 
Press, speaking on condition of ano-
nymity because he is not authorized 
to talk publicly. Al-Shabab has foreign 
fighters in its ranks and seeks to im-
pose a strict form of Islam in Somalia.
Three senior U.S. officials familiar 
with the operation said Nabhan was 
killed.
A fourth official said the attack 
was launched by forces from mul-
tiple U.S. military branches and 
included Navy SEALs, at least two 
Army assault helicopters and the 
involvement of two U.S. warships in 
the region for months.
All the U.S. officials were hesitant 
to provide details and spoke on condi-
tion of anonymity because they were 
not authorized to speak on the record 
about the secretive commando opera-
tion.
Sheik Ali Mohamud Rage, an 
al-Shabab spokesman, said Nabhan 
was wounded along with three of his 
guards. Nabhan then was taken away 
by the U.S. forces, “but we do not know 
if he is alive or dead.”
“They came under attack from six 
helicopters and defended themselves 
for some time, but due to the num-
ber of the attackers, who overpowered 
them, and to the fact that they were 
unexpectedly ambushed, they sus-
tained a lot of bullet wounds and then 
they were taken by the enemy,” he said.
Nabhan’s absence “will not affect 
our operation,” he said.
Abdulkadir Sheikh Mohamed 
Nur, governor of the Lower Shabelle 
region, said five militants, including 
Nabhan, were killed, based on intelli-
gence reports. U.S. forces took the bod-
ies of the dead and wounded, he said.
Nur added that he welcomed such 
attacks but urged the U.S. and other 
allies to inform Somali officials be-
forehand to “avoid civilian casualties.”
Joint Chiefs of Staff Chairman 
Adm. Mike Mullen, in a confir-
mation hearing before the Senate 
Armed Services Committee, de-
clined to give any specifics, neither 
confirming nor denying the scenario 
laid out by Sen. James Webb, D-Va.
“In concept, these were special 
ops troops coming off naval ships, 
taking out an element of al-Qaida 
and returning back to its original 
point of origin, which to me, if the 
target was appropriate, is an ap-
propriate way to use force against 
international terrorism,” Webb said, 
adding: “Would you agree?”
Mullen responded: “Globally, 
we’re very focused on this.” He 
said he would give details only in a 
closed session of the committee.
U.S. special forces targeted al-Qaida in Somalia
SHASHANK BENGALI | MCCLATCHY-TRIBUNE
A street corner in Eastleigh, a Somali-dominated neighborhood of Nairobi, Kenya. Families say that 
scores of young ethnic Somalis have left Eastleigh to join al Shabaab, a Somali Islamist group that’s 
allegedly tied to al-Qaida.
 
George Frey
Matt Moore
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FRANKF URT — The race 
is on among the world’s auto com-
panies to make electric cars go far-
ther on a single charge, bring the 
price down to compete with gas-
powered vehicles and give drivers 
more places to recharge them than 
just the family garage.
Electric is the big buzz at the 
63rd Frankfurt Auto Show this 
week, and nearly every major auto-
maker has at least one on display. 
Renault introduced no fewer than 
four electric models, while Tesla, 
the only company producing and 
selling purely electric cars, handed 
over the keys to its 700th all-elec-
tric vehicle, a blue Roadster Sport, 
to a German buyer at the show.
If the models unveiled Tuesday 
are any indication, the notion of elec-
tric cars as small, stunted boxes with 
little range is about to be junked.
“People have realized that ... elec-
tric vehicles don’t have to be golf carts,” 
said Diarmuid O’Connell, vice presi-
dent of business de-
velopment for Tesla 
Motors Inc. “They 
don’t have to be ane-
mic little putt-putts.”
The company’s 
sleek, two-seat 
Roadster sells for 
$101,500 in the 
U.S. and has a range 
of 244 miles on one 
charge. Its planned 
Model S, which will seat seven and 
has a 300-mile range, will go for 
$49,900.
Others automakers, includ-
ing BMW, General Motors and 
Daimler, are also developing elec-
tric-powered vehicles, including 
hybrid cars that boast a small gas 
or diesel engine backed up with an 
electrical motor, and say the prices 
will drop as bulky 
batteries become 
smaller, faster to 
charge and easier 
to replace.
Daimler said 
it will put its first 
electricity gener-
ating fuel-cell car 
on the road by the 
end of this year, the 
B-Class F-Cell. It 
will also develop a high-performance 
electric sports car, its Mercedes-Benz 
SLS AMG.
Volkswagen AG will put its new 
E-Up! electric compact into pro-
duction in 2013. VW did not dis-
close how much it will cost or when 
it might be available in the U.S. It 
said the battery will give drivers a 
range of around 80 miles, or about 
130 kilometers.
Analysts expect global produc-
tion of purely electric cars to ex-
pand rapidly in the coming years. 
IHS Global Insight forecast that 
it will grow from nearly 9,500 this 
year to more than 58,000 in 2011.
Electric cars generally run be-
tween 40 and 120 miles (60 to 
200 kilometers) on a single charge, 
while taking anywhere from two to 
seven hours to fully recharge.
Analysts have long contended that 
a roadblock to the deployment of elec-
tric cars has been the lack infrastruc-
ture to ensure they can be charged, 
whether at home, at the office or at 
stations in the city or along a highway. 
Building that infrastructure could cost 
billions and billions of dollars.
Europe is likely to get charging 
networks faster than the U.S. because 
of its higher gasoline prices, greater 
population density and compact size 
compared with the United States.
In the U.S., Japan’s Nissan Mo-
tor Co. has taken the lead, forming 
partnerships to bring electric vehi-
cles and charging stations to Seattle, 
Tennessee, Oregon and elsewhere. 
For example, Arizona’s Electric 
Transportation Engineering Corp. 
recently struck a $100 million deal 
to build charging stations for Nis-
san’s planned Leaf electric car.
Automakers try to energize electric-car business
!!People have realized that . . . electric vehicles don’t 
have to be golf carts.  
— Diarmuid O’Connell
vice president of business 
development for Tesla Motors Inc.
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!Editor’s note: Ten-Year Itch is a weekly column 
focusing on a f ilm or album at least 10 years old 
and deserving of a second look.
There is no escaping the angst attached to 
the teenage years. 
Most kids find a way to filter their troubles 
through different activities. Some teens play 
sports, some grab a controller while others 
start bands.
At the end of the ’90s, five guys from New 
Jersey channeled all of their anxieties into  30 
minutes of confessional, melodic punk rock, 
which set the blueprint for numerous bands in 
the coming decade.
Saves The Day’s second album, “Through 
Being Cool,” is full of chugging riffs and 
heart-on-sleeve lyrics, which might sound 
incredibly sappy if not sung with such 
sensation. It is singer Chris Conley’s bruised 
and vengeful musings that sets this record 
apart from any number of emo or pop-punk 
records to have come out since its release.
The songs are drenched in heartache and 
vitriol. Anger is aimed at past loves and old 
friends.  Conley will slip in some brightness 
from time to time, offsetting his burning pre-
20s rage. 
There is talk of shoving dirt down an 
enemy’s throat and dreams of violence against 
a former lover. It is a testament to the band, 
and Conley’s almost too-nasal vocals, that 
these ideas do not come off as creepy. There is 
so much conviction and pain infused, the end 
result is expertly convincing.
The passion attached to the record (and 
the one following it in the band’s catalogue) 
gave the band a guilty pleasure tag. Though 
it has not matched the success or listening 
enjoyment since this time in its career, there 
is no reason to be ashamed of throwing this 
record on.
It is honest and hard-hitting. The guitar 
riffs are pushed out in controlled bursts and 
the rhythm punches up each track to instant 
head-banging status.
The album still resonates after high school 
years have passed because Conley’s lyrics are 
just as realistic now as they were then. He was 
singing about scenarios most teenagers are 
plagued with. With a crack band behind him, 
Conley created pop-punk therapy.
A large portion of dismal music from this 
past decade can be attributed to this record, 
which is why applying the “pop-punk” tag to 
the band’s sound almost seems like a disservice. 
As Drive-Thru Records started dolling out 
watered-down versions of this record, the term, 
and others such as “emo,” was stuck to anything 
with three chords and heart.
Saves The Day’s sophomore record is one 
of passion, hurt and anger, but set to catchy 
tunes. The band has fallen off, but at its peak 
it was inspiring legions of other teens.
‘Cool’ is just that after all these years
TEN-YEAR ITCH
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Tommy Thompson  
Far to often in our nation’s policy-making process, we 
allow ourselves to get caught up in the divisive aspects of 
issues rather than focusing on how we can work together to 
achieve a historic, bipartisan result. 
Nowhere has this been more evident than in the debate 
over health-care reform set to enter a critical phase when 
lawmakers return to Washington next week. 
Regardless of the divisive tone, Congress and the admin-
istration cannot afford to get sidetracked. More than one out 
of seven Americans do not have health insurance. 
In the absence of meaningful near-term reform, the 
Urban Institute estimates that an additional 20 million 
Americans could be without health insurance by 2019.
 Every day that goes by without action creates more 
uncertainty, fear and risk. Skyrocketing health-care costs, 
a key driver of the current debate, making families more 
vulnerable and placing an unprecedented burden on many 
national businesses. 
Premiums alone for employer-sponsored health insur-
ance in the United States have been rising on average, four 
times faster than workers’ earnings since 2000. 
After weeks of spirited debate, it is time to officially reset 
the tone and come up with a bipartisan reform package 
that brings down costs, increases access and affordability, 
promotes American ingenuity and innovation and, most 
important, empowers individuals to prevent chronic disease 
that accounts for 75 percent of our nation’s health expendi-
tures and make better health choices. 
Providing high-quality, affordable health-care to every 
American is inherently a non-partisan issue. 
So is the need to increase insurance coverage, prevent 
chronic disease and promote innovation. 
By bringing together Democrats and Republicans, along 
with labor unions, business leaders and other stakeholders, 
the president would be sending a strong message that his 
administration is committed to reaching a meaningful solu-
tion this year. 
As members of America’s Agenda - a bipartisan organi-
zation of businesses, labor unions and government leaders - 
we recently conducted listening sessions around the country 
where we heard loud and clear that middle class Americans, 
with and without insurance, are bearing the burden of rising 
health care costs. 
With many Americans still struggling to put food on 
the table and a national unemployment rate approaching 10 
percent, we cannot let partisan differences stand in the way 
of constructive conversation and dialogue. 
Remarkably, for all the talk about the need to address 
skyrocketing health-care costs, we have done little to help 
Americans understand how existing reform proposals will 
help prevent chronic disease, a proven cost driver and 
perhaps the most fundamental concern for an increasingly 
elderly population. 
Investing in health innovation - from effective use of 
health information technology to funding breakthrough 
research and initiatives that will help cure our most press-
ing medical challenges - should also be a centerpiece of the 
public dialogue around cost containment. 
A recent survey commissioned by America’s Agenda found a 
statistic on which Republicans and Democrats broadly agree. 
Seventy-five percent of voters support reform that will give 
their primary care or family doctor the support of a coordinated 
team of allied professionals like nurse practitioners, nutritionists 
and preventive care specialists. 
These health professionals would provide continuing care 
between doctor visits, increase the physician’s productivity, decrease 
medical errors, and reduce health costs over the long run. 
With chronic disease prevention as a cornerstone, we will 
create new opportunities in other fields, such as sustainable 
agriculture and nutrition. 
The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics estimates that since 
the recession began in December 2007 employment in the 
health care sector has grown by 513,000 jobs.
By recognizing the potential of better health care as a 
growth engine, we will be enabling much-needed activity 
across multiple sectors of our nation’s economy.
Rarely do lawmakers have an unprecedented opportunity 
to unite behind an issue that affects every American, regard-
less of gender, age, income or party affiliation. 
It is time to set aside the partisan rhetoric and reach a historic 
agreement that brings down cost, provides a boost to our nation’s 
economy, increases coverage and protects overall quality of care. 
Put simply, the American people deserve no less.
Gephardt, D-Mo., is a former leader of House 
Democrats
Thompson is a former secretary of Health and Human 
Services and a former governor of Wisconsin
Julia Rendleman ~ DAILY EGYPTIAN
Diagnostic cardiologist Cesar Coello, and X-ray technician Leah Patterson work to unclog a patient’s arteries 
at Memorial Hospital in Carbondale Tuesday.  Rosslind Rice, communications coordinator for Southern Illinois 
Health said the hospital is carefully considering President Obama’s health care plan and its impact on southern 
Illinois.  “We are not Democrats.  We are not Republicans.  We are southern Illinoisans.” Rice said.  Note: This 
photo has been altered to remove patient identification due to confidentiality concerns.
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E D I T O R I A L  P O L I C Y
Our Word is the consensus of the DAILY EGYPTIAN Editorial Board on local, national and global issues 
affecting the Southern Illinois University community. Viewpoints expressed in columns and letters 
to the editor do not necessarily reflect those of the DAILY EGYPTIAN. 
N O T I C E
The DAILY EGYPTIAN is a “designated public forum.” Student editors have authority to make all content 
decisions without censorship or advance approval. We reserve the right to not publish any letter or 
guest column.
S U B M I S S I O N S
Letters and guest columns must be submitted with author’s contact information, preferably via e-
mail. Phone numbers are required to verify authorship, but will not be published. Letters are limited 
to 300 words and columns to 500 words. Students must include year and major. Faculty must include 
rank and department. Non-academic staff must include position and department. Others include 
hometown. Submissions should be sent to  voices@siude.com.
Ben Bernanke
Federal Reserve Chairman, speaking at the Brookings Institution Tuesday on the one-year anniversary 
of the Lehman Brothers bankruptcy, which sent the economy spiraling downward
THEIR WORD
EDITORIAL CARTOON
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Handicapped deprived of parking Sierra Club correct in calling university a failure
 MCCLATCHY-TRIBUNE 
The good news is that British Petroleum 
just found a massive new oil field in the Gulf 
of Mexico. 
That’s also the bad news. BP’s announce-
ment last week that it has discovered what 
it termed a “giant” pool of oil — they’re not 
sure exactly how giant — 250 miles south-
east of Houston comes as a relief to a world 
whose thirst for crude is on track to outpace 
production capacity. 
Oil optimists maintain that new technol-
ogy and market incentives will spur oil com-
panies to go where no one has gone before 
to slake global demand. 
With the new Tiber field find, BP has 
certainly done that. 
Its geologists found oil more than six 
miles below the waterline, using the deepest 
exploration well ever drilled. Tapping the 
Tiber is a phenomenal technological feat. 
So what’s the bad news? That BP had 
to go to such extreme lengths to find new 
oil shows how difficult it is to replace fields 
being sucked dry. 
Outside analysts say that it will be years 
before the field will start producing and that 
the recovery rate is likely to be 
low. 
As the science magazine 
Nature puts it: “The term 
‘giant’ indicates merely that the 
find is greater than 500 million 
barrels of oil. The world runs 
through about a billion barrels 
of oil every two weeks.” 
Still, every little bit helps - but not if 
we use these exciting discoveries to avoid 
conservation and transitioning to alternative 
sources of energy. 
At present, nothing comes close to replac-
ing oil, and the International Energy 
Agency reported last year that the 
world will have to discover fields as 
big as six Saudi Arabias every year by 
2030 to meet demand. 
Besides, burning all that crude exac-
erbates the climate-change problem. 
BP’s big find buys us time, but not 
much — and at an environmental cost. 
It’s an ambiguous blessing. 
This editorial appeared in the Dallas 
Morning News on Sunday
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Tapping the Tiber is a 
phenomenal 
technological 
feat.
 Dear Editor : 
As a handicapped student of SIUC, I have 
an extremely difficult time quite often finding 
open handicap parking spaces. 
As a senior in the Anthropology 
Department., I find myself having to park in the 
handicap parking spots in the cul-de-sac at the 
north end of Faner Hall. 
I have been parking there for the past three 
years (6 semesters), as most of my classes have 
been in Faner Hall. There is just barely enough 
space to squeeze five cars into the blue-marked 
spaces along the cul-de-sac. 
Under the overhang, outside door No. 13, 
there used to be two more handicap spaces, 
making a total of seven spaces for all of us who 
need to have access to this area.
Most of the time, unless you get there very 
early in the day or you’re very lucky, you can’t 
avail yourself of one of those spaces and you 
have to park in the handicap spaces for one of 
the other buildings (Woody Hall, for example) 
several hundred yards away. 
As my personal handicap involves severe 
arthritis in my back and legs, I can’t walk such 
distances without difficulty.   
My problem is that this semester, for some 
unknown reason, the parking department has 
taken one of those meager seven parking spaces 
at the north end of Faner Hall and turned it 
into a parking space for “Service Vehicles Only.” 
This makes no sense whatsoever because 
SIUC service vehicles do (and always have) park 
wherever they want to! 
They simply pull up and park wherever they 
decide to stop, no matter where that might hap-
pen to be (at least this has always seemed to me 
to be the case). 
What is the point of taking away a very pre-
cious and necessary handicap parking spot and 
turning into a parking space for service vehicles 
that don’t need it?
This makes absolutely no sense and is an 
outrage to those of us who desperately need 
those handicap parking spaces.   
Hopefully, those who took this action will 
reconsider it and return this space back to those 
who need it — those of us who can’t walk to 
class from way out in left field.  
Bob Rindfuss 
senior studying anthropology 
Dear Editor :
I am writing in response to the Aug. 27 
article, “Sierra Club declares SIUC a failure,” 
which said SIUC failed to meet the Sierra 
Club’s criteria for a green campus because of 
its coal research projects. 
The article seemed to hold the view that 
SIUC was arbitrarily “singled out” and placed 
on the list for no good reason, other than 
because of the $25 million it has poured into 
researching “clean coal” technology. 
The sad fact of the matter is “clean coal” 
is a self-contradicting statement; an oxymo-
ron that people use to delude themselves into 
thinking that coal will ever be a sustainable 
resource. 
It is not. Coal technology is one of the 
filthiest means we have of creating energy, and 
nothing we can ever do to it will make it clean 
or efficient to use. 
By investing such a large sum of money 
into an energy source that is getting us 
nowhere, SIUC has proudly declared its retro-
active stance on green technology and planted 
itself firmly in the past, regardless of whatever 
else it may be doing to try to make up the dif-
ference. 
In other words, there is nothing arbitrary 
about the Sierra Club’s decision to put SIUC 
on its list of failure schools: the university has 
earned it. 
If there is anything arbitrary about the 
whole situation, it is that we continue to spend 
so much on such a worthless resource only 
because it can be found in abundance in our 
own backyards. 
In a time when funds are being cut left and 
right and many students are struggling to pay 
for tuition, don’t you think that $25 million 
could have been better spent?  
Allison White 
senior at Carbondale Community High School 
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Andrew Bagnato
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
TUCSON, Ar iz . — When 
Arizona offensive coordinator Sonny 
Dykes arrived from Texas Tech three 
years ago, he boned up on defensive 
films of the Wildcats’ Pac-10 rivals.
What Dykes saw opened his eyes.
Tackling? In the Pac-10?
“It was surprising,” Dykes said in 
an interview this week. “I expected it 
to be what the Big 12 is now — spread 
offenses and throwing it all around and 
nobody playing defense. But there’s re-
ally been a shift. I think that the Pac-
10 is a completely different league than 
the perceptions.”
The Pac-10’s flag-football repu-
tation may have been forged in the 
1970s and 1980s, when the league 
won 16 of 20 Rose Bowls against an 
assortment of Big Ten plowhorses. Ev-
ery New Year’s Day, it seemed, the Pac-
10’s pretty-boy quarterbacks would 
steal the show in Pasadena.
Few fans gave much thought to 
defense, even though the Pac-10 
representatives gave up a total of 
32 points in three Rose Bowls from 
1970-72 and a total of 23 in three 
games from 1982-84.
“With our history kind of being 
basketball on grass and all the great 
quarterbacks and stuff, people tend 
to look at the Pac-10 like that,” said 
Oregon State coach Mike Riley, a 
former Alabama defensive back. 
“The defenses throughout (the 
league) are better and physical. 
We’ve become different than our 
history.”
In a shift, Pac-10 
gets defensive 
“I could see the freshmen were 
nervous and it was good for them 
to get this first tournament over,” 
Scheil said. “I think the freshmen 
players have a lot of positives to 
take away from this tournament 
and they won’t be as nervous going 
into the next tournament.”
Newton said the team plans on 
working on its 100-yards-or-closer 
shots in the next week.
“We need to work on our chip 
shots and our putting a little more 
so we don’t give up more shots than 
we need to,” Newton said.
The Salukis will have next week 
off before playing again Sept. 27 at 
the John Dallio Memorial in St. 
Charles.
GOLF
CONTINUED FROM 15
PAUL RODRIGUEZ | MCCLATCHY TRIBUNE
Southern California running back Stafon Johnson celebrates in the 
end zone with USC tight end Rhett Ellison after scoring a touch 
down early in the second quarter against San Jose State. The 
Trojans defeated Spartans, 56-3 in Los Angeles Saturday.
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 The SIUC Horse Research 
Center is one step closer to repair-
ing the destruction left from the 
May 8 storm after a donation from 
Purina Horse Feed.
Sheryl King, director of equine 
studies, said the inland hurricane of 
May 8 caused more than $450,000 
worth of damage to the Horse Re-
search Center. 
After sending out several pleas 
to organizations for donations, 
King said she was told Purina 
Horse Feed was sending a $10,000 
check in late May or early June. 
The Horse Research Cen-
ter provides homes for unwanted 
horses and hands-on training for 
students who 
want to be in 
the horse in-
dustry. 
The center 
also provides 
research on 
how to im-
prove the lives 
of horses, of-
ten working 
with outside 
companies and 
corporations on 
projects.
King said 
the research center has done proj-
ects and collaborations with Purina 
in the past, and a connection with 
a SIUC graduate helped propel the 
donation.
“I contacted them, told them 
what was going on at the horse 
farm and how needy we were,” 
King said. “(I) 
didn’t expect 
much, but noth-
ing asked nothing 
gained.”
Mike Jerina, 
equine unit man-
ager for Purina 
Mills, said he 
graduated from 
the equine pro-
gram at SIUC and 
had been contacted by King about 
the damage from the May 8 storm.
“I felt terrible about it,” Jerina 
said. “I kind of went and lobbied 
a little bit to get the money sent 
down to SIU to try and help them 
out because I think they’re headed 
in the right 
direction and 
they’re do-
ing the right 
thing for the 
horse indus-
try.”
K i n g 
said money 
from Purina 
would go 
to whatever 
costs would 
not be 
covered by 
insurance or 
funds from the Federal Emergency 
Management Agency. 
It’s likely the money would 
go to either fencing or building 
repairs, she said. 
At the Sept. 10 Board of Trust-
ees meeting, the BOT approved 
a request from Chancellor Sam 
Goldman of 
$4.1 million 
for repairs 
needed after 
the May 8 
storm. Gold-
man said 
most of that 
money is in-
sured and 
would also be 
r e i m b u r s e d 
through FEMA. 
King said the $450,000 worth 
of damages was only for the Horse 
Research Center and damages to 
all University Farms properties 
would cost millions to replace or 
repair.
“It’s a very long process (to re-
build) and at the very worst time 
in our economy,” King said. “I just 
came to the conclusion that un-
less I bootstrap it and try to help 
myself, I’m not sure how many of 
these facilities are going to get re-
built and replaced.”
King said she has received more 
donations since Purina’s, but she 
would continue to spread the word 
and collect as much as possible.
“I was really surprised — even 
my horse friends up in Chicago, 
they never even heard about the 
storm to begin with,” King said. 
Anyone interested in making a 
donation to the SIUC Horse Re-
search Center could contact Sh-
eryl King at 453-1771 or sking@
siu.edu.
Purina donates $10,000 to 
SIUC Horse Research Center
!!I 
think (SIUC is ) headed 
in the right direction 
and they’re doing the 
right thing for the horse 
industry . 
 
— MIke Jerina
equine unit manager for Purina Mills
!!I just came to the conclusion that unless I bootstrap it and try to help myself, I’m 
not sure how many of these 
facilities are going to get 
rebuilt and replaced. 
 
— Sheryl King
director of equine studies
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Tuesday’s answers
(Answers tomorrow)
Now arrange the circled letters 
to form the surprise answer, as
suggested by the above cartoon.
THAT SCRAMBLED WORD GAME
by Mike Argirion and Jeff Knurek
Unscramble these four Jumbles,
one letter to each square,
to form four ordinary words.
NOYGA
DELAL
LAPEAT
DRYBOW
©2009 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All Rights Reserved.
NEW Jumble iPhone App go to: http://tr.im/jumbleapp
Print your answer here:
( )
ABOVE CHAIR AFFIRM UNFOLDJumbles:
Answer: What the executive and politician had in 
common — RAN FOR OFFICE
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Tuesday’s answers
Tuesday’s answers
Horoscopes
By Linda C. Black
Across
1 Colored part of the eye
5 Phonograph records
10 Become overly dry, as 
lips
14 John Wesley’s relig.
15 Love to pieces
16 Country byway
17 Arizona city
18 Fenway Park team, 
briefly
19 Condo or apartment, 
e.g.
20 Really exhausted
23 “Nevermore” bird of 
poetry
24 Honey maker
25 “... and so on”: Abbr.
27 11-point blackjack card, 
at times
28 Really exhausted
33 Copier paper size: Abbr.
34 Creole vegetable
35 Mil. school at Annapolis
36 Really exhausted
40 Bassoon cousin
43 Big-screen movie format
44 Observed
47 Really exhausted
51 Mentalist Geller
52 Sandwich initials
53 Cereal grain
54 Concrete-reinforcing 
rod
56 Really exhausted
61 Ali who stole from 
thieves
62 Broom rider of the 
comics
63 With 66-Across, roadside 
stop
64 Finds in mines
65 King of rock ‘n’ roll
66 See 63-Across
67 Sitcom radio station
68 Gunslinger’s “Hands up!”
69 Afternoon TV fare
Down
1 Unethical
2 Bring to life again, as a 
Civil War battle
3 Romance-ending words
4 1953 Alan Ladd Western
5 Pats gently
6 Object of worship
7 Sammy in the 600 Home 
Run Club
8 Singing Bing
9 Moderate-sized chamber 
group
10 Board game with sus-
pects
11 Closet assortment
12 Jennifer of “Friends”
13 House cat, e.g.
21 Bankrupt energy com-
pany
22 July-August sign
26 Tax-season advisor, 
briefly
29 __ out: barely obtain
30 Flight board datum: 
Abbr.
31 Camp for presidents
32 Faulty firecracker
36 Response to a mouse?
37 Latin 101 verb
38 Sigma follower
39 Additional
40 Horse player’s hangout, 
for short
41 Defensive wall
42 Halloween month
44 Really cold, tempera-
turewise
45 Shrunken Asian lake
46 Furtive listening device
48 Extensive period
49 Preferably
50 Star, in France
55 Poet Pound and others
57 Hoarse sound
58 Edison’s middle name
59 Banking regulatory 
agcy.
60 Diaper problem
61 Gift decoration
Today’s Birthday  — 09/16/09 — Your sweetheart 
could make a startling revelation this year. It’s 
something along the lines of a plan to quit smoking. 
Provide encouragement however you can. Abandon 
your old belief that this could never happen.
To get the advantage, check the day’s rating: 10 is 
the easiest day, 0 the most challenging.
Aries (March 21-April 19) — Today is an 8 — 
You’re lucky in love, so say what’s on your mind. 
This works best with people you know rather than 
strangers.
Taurus (April 20-May 20) — Today is a 7 — 
It’s a good night for romantic conversation. 
Decide what you want to build together. Start by 
reviewing old plans.
Gemini (May 21-June 21) — Today is a 7 — 
Relax while you can. The pace will pick up soon. 
Make sure you stick to the routine to avoid tangles.
Cancer (June 22-July 22) — Today is a 7 — 
You’re anxious to get going, but hold back just a 
little. The thing that looks so wonderful now may 
be disappointing.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) — Today is a 7 — Your 
work is very productive now. This is due to your 
many ideas about how to run things smoothly.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) — Today is a 7 — 
You’re under pressure to complete a task you 
promised to handle. An old method will work 
again on a new problem.
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) — Today is a 6 — 
Your energy shifts from “me first” to helping 
others. Use personal power to get things 
done.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) — Today is an 
8 — Actions speak louder than words when 
it comes to romance. Pay attention to your 
psychic vibes.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) — Today is 
a 9 — Do what you love and love what you 
do. You have the energy to handle details and 
keep the big picture in mind.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) — Today is 
an 8 — Go for the gold in the romance 
department. It’s there for the taking. No 
pressure.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) — Today is a 
7 — You have ideas percolating in the back 
of your mind, but they’re not ready for prime 
time. Hold off until tomorrow.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) — Today is a 6 
— Remember yesterday? Same song, second 
verse. 
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American Indians who take offense to the name of Washington’s football team — the Redskins — are attempting to take their 
case to the Supreme Court. Should Washington change its name?
I say they do it. There are much better names out there. They should choose 
some overtly patriotic team name, like the Stripes, the Stars or the Singing Bill 
Guy from School House Rock. They would definitely have the best mascot in the 
league.
Yeah they should definitely change their name. They should change their 
name to something a little less ethnic and more fitting to the capital. How about 
the Washington Capitalists?
I’m going to stop you right there, Ryan. I’m going to let you finish, but I just 
wanted to say that the train engineer from conjunction, junction, what’s your 
function was one of the best characters from an educational cartoon EVER. Oh, 
and I figure they should call themselves the Senators. It’s not like baseball is using 
it at the moment. The Texas Rangers are holding the name hostage in an attempt 
to score their own humidor. 
!"#$%&'()*&+,-
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 Freshman Jennifer Dien took 
third-place in singles and doubles 
on Saturday as the Saluki women’s 
tennis team competed in their first 
tournament of the season at the 
Blue and Gray Classic in Mont-
gomery, Ala.
Dien was the lone freshman 
playing in the tournament. 
“It felt great actually, I got to 
play girls from really great teams,” 
Dien said. “I felt like I played really 
well.”
Dien opened play Friday by 
beating junior Lauren Irick of Bel-
mont (6-1, 6-4). Dien lost her next 
match to junior Ayano Tanaka of 
Kennesaw State University (6-3, 
6-2) before winning her final match 
against sophomore Lindsey Mallo-
ry of Samford University (7-6, 6-2) 
to earn third place.
Dien said adjusting to college 
play was not as difficult as expect-
ed. She said she played in a tennis 
academy in Kansas where some 
of the top players in the country 
would come to compete. However, 
she said there is a big difference 
between high school and collegiate 
play.
 “High school is full of kids who 
have never picked up a racket in their 
life,” Dien said. “Here, you play people 
who have been playing for years, even 
their whole life, so it is a big difference.”
Sophomore Emily Whitney 
made her debut as the Salukis No. 2 
seed after playing in the No. 7 slot 
last year.
Whitney said she practiced ev-
ery day during the summer with her 
coach back home and made a lot of 
progress.
“I feel that I worked really hard 
for where I am at and am so glad 
that I am getting the opportunity to 
play now,” Whitney said.
Whitney lost to sophomore Lyn 
See Choo of Brenau University on 
Friday (7-5, 6-1) and to junior Andrie 
Meiring of Samford University (6-3, 
6-2) before winning by default against 
sophomore Alena Sergeychik of Ken-
neshaw State University.
Whitney was disappointed about 
not being able to play her last match, 
but said she was happy with her per-
formance during the weekend.
“All I have got to do is be more 
aggressive and put away more 
shots,” Whitney said. “If I can play 
aggressive instead of defensive, I 
will be fine.”
Aggressive play is something 
head coach Audra Nothwehr 
stressed to her players.
 “I think we need to get stronger 
coming in and knowing where to 
place the volley when we are at the 
net,” Nothwehr said. “Everyone has 
solid baseline games, we just need 
to be more aggressive.”
Senior Martina Vianna Ce and 
her partner, sophomore Vishakha 
Sheoran, impressed in their debut 
at doubles as they knocked off Ken-
nesaw State’s Alena Sergeychik and 
Vera Shkundina to win the conso-
lation final in Doubles Flight No. 1.
The tennis team is off until Oct. 
2 when it travels to Chattanooga, 
Tenn., to participate in the Steve 
Baras Fall Classic. Nothwehr said 
the team should improve by the 
next tournament.
“On the singles side, everyone 
was in their matches and I am 
happy with how the doubles pro-
gressed,” Nothwehr said. “They 
may not have clinched matches, but 
they were in every one.” 
Sports !"#!$%&'()*+,(-./  Should Washington change the name of their football team?
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 One of the oldest buildings on 
campus is preparing to close its 
doors.
McAndrew Stadium, the home 
of the Salukis football team since 
1937, will begin its yearlong celebra-
tion of its history Saturday, as the 
Salukis will move into their new sta-
dium next season.
Athletic Director Mario Moc-
cia said plans have been in de-
velopment for months to give 
McAndrew a proper farewell.
“We have five home games; 
we are splitting each one into an 
era. We are hoping to get players 
from each era to come and watch 
those games,” Moccia said. “Cul-
minating into the last home game 
at McAndrew Stadium — (we’re) 
trying to get everybody back for 
that one.”
The Salukis will play the first 
of five home games Saturday 
against Southwest Baptist Uni-
versity, where Moccia said Tom 
North, the starting quarterback 
for the 1937 team, would be 
honored. North’s son, Allen, will 
present Moccia with his father’s 
letterman sweater and jersey at 
midfield.
Mike Reis, the voice of Sa-
luki football for 30 years, said in 
a press release fans should be ex-
cited for the events. 
“There are a lot of memories 
stored in this stadium and I know 
Saluki fans will enjoy reliving 
them as much as I’ll enjoy helping 
put them together for the game 
broadcasts,” Reis said.
The stadium has been the 
Salukis home field for 73 years, 
when it was built for the Works 
Progress Administration during 
the Great Depression. The stadi-
um was massively renovated dur-
ing 1973, when new seats were 
added to both sides of the then 
5,000-seat structure.
Moccia said preparations for 
a new stadium had been in place 
for years, but were not finalized 
until he took over in 2006.
“There was some talk before 
I came in 2004-2005. We finally 
hit a streak here recently,” he said.
One person most familiar with 
stadium goodbyes is head football 
coach Dale Lennon. Lennon said 
his experience coaching the Univer-
sity of North Dakota when it closed 
its stadium in 2000 has prepared him 
for the last season at McAndrew.
“When we left Memorial 
Stadium (North Dakota’s home 
in 2000) we had some celebra-
tions during the season,” Lennon 
said. “I’m excited to see what the 
they have stored for this stadium 
though.”
Final season for McAndrew Stadium
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Sophomore Vishakha Sheoran made her début at No. 1, finishing eighth in the Blue and Gray Classic 
tournament last weekend in Montgomery, Ala. 
SIU tennis impresses in first tournament 
 Ryan Simonin
DAILY EGYPTIAN
RSIMMY@SIU.EDU
 The men’s golf team made the most 
out of its first tournament after a slow 
start.
After being tied for eighth-place 
going into the last day of the Wasiota 
Winds Fall Kick-off Tournament in 
Pineville, Ky., the Salukis crept their 
way back to finish tied for fifth with 
Morehead State. The Salukis helped 
their cause by shooting a tournament-
best 287 Tuesday.
Coach Leroy Newton said he was 
happy with the team’s first tournament 
and expects the team to progresses 
each time it takes the course.
“It tickled me to death how well the guys 
played in this tournament,” Newton said.
John A. Logan Community Col-
lege finished first followed by North-
ern Kentucky. Queens University of 
Charlotte N.C. and Eastern Illinois 
finished third and fourth, respectively. 
Senior Jordan Cox finished second 
overall in individual play, shooting a 
1-under-par with a three-round score 
of 208.
“I was happy with my score, but I 
was happier to put up low numbers 
when my team needed me,” Cox said.
After the first two rounds of play 
the Salukis were tied for eighth place 
with Eastern Illinois University, but in 
the final round the Salukis made their 
comeback. 
Patrick Scheil said it was good to 
end the tournament with a strong 
round as it gives everybody confidence 
going into the next tournament.
Late rally 
lands Salukis 
in fifth place
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See Sports on the inside
Page 15:   Read some history 
of McAndrew stadium and a few
expectations of the new one.
Page 15:  Find out how 
Jennifer Dien performed in the 
women’s first tennis meet.
Page 15:  Read how the  
men’s golf team faired in their 
first competition of the season.
